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ABSTRACT

Traceability links between the requirements of a system and its source code are helpful in reducing system comprehension effort. During software maintenance and evolution, requirement traceability links become obsolete because developers do not/cannot devote effort to updating them. Traceability is a subdiscipline of requirements management within software development and systems engineering. Consequently, the literature has proposed methods, techniques, and tools to recover these traceability links mechanically or semi-automatically. In proposed system the information retrieval technique can automatically recover the traceability links between specified requirements and source code. However, IR techniques lack accuracy. In this paper, we show that mining software repositories and combining mined results with IR techniques can improve the accuracy of IR techniques and we propose a dynamic specification mining technique which used to find the traceability links and also will detect the bugs in the source code.

INTRODUCTION

Traceability is the ability to verify the old process, location, or application of an item by means of documented recorded identification. [1] It is one of important criteria in software engineering quality factors in which it describes and follows the life of a software in term of modelling the relations between software artifacts explicitly. Requirements traceability text file the life of a requirement, tracks every change and links its relationships with other items within a project [2]. Traditionally, a manual traceability matrix connects high-level requirements with design, test plan and test cases. Traceability links have been used to connect requirements gathered resulting from the initial requirements. However, traceability links can be created between any items, be it an artifact, folder or module, in any version [2]. Traceability links can be used for various additional features in a project’s development. Trustrace consists of three parts [5]:

1. Histrace stores all the required links between requirements and software repositories it also mines software repositories to create links.
2. Trumo compares the duality of the recovered links provided by the experts and also combines the requirements traceability links from that trumo will ranks/discards.
3. DynWing analyses each expert’s similarity value for each links and assign values also for each links
We thus show [5] that our trustbased approach indeed improves precision and recall and also that CVS/SVN change logs are useful in the traceability recovery process.

An dynamic specification mining technique is used to recover the requirement traceability and also to detect the bugs in the source code. To control the fault in source code those fault report are been thrown to the developer mail id for future references.

The remaining paper has been followed as. Relatedfocus on the literature review, focus on implementation, focus on the modules, focus on the result and finally focus on conclusion.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Trustrace: Trust based traceability

Trustrace uses software repositories e.g. bug tracking system, as experts to trust more or less some base line links recovered by an IR technique.

Definition

In trustrace, we symbolize a traceability links as a triple {source document, target document, and similarity}. In [Figure-1] let (r1, …rn) be set of requirements or high level document, (c1….cm) be a set of implementing classes. Let (t1…tp) be collections of set where each set T is a set of homogeneous piece of information.[4],[5]

Then let us assume that for each Ti ∈ T possible to define function δTi consequently, we define R2C as the set of traceability links rebound between R and C and, for each set Ti ∈ T, a set R2CTi generated by each piece of information tk: [4], [5] R2CTi(rj, tk) = {( rj, cs, σj,s) | Cs ∈ δTi(tk) & tk ∈ Ti}

Model

In this trust race use the following equation[4]. Trustrace uses the set of candidate links l (rj, cs, σ j,s) with j ∈ [1…..N] and s ∈ [1….l] also uses the sets of candidate links l (rj, tk, σ’ j,k, ) j ∈ [1… N] and k ∈ [1…. N] generated from set of some other pieces of information T and for requirement rj ∈ R. Indeed, for each set Ti ∈ T, Trustrace builds a trustable links T as follows Ti ={( rj, cs,σj,s) | ∃ tk ∈ Ti : (rj, cs, σj,s) ∈ α (R2CTi,rj, tk) & (rj, cs) ∈ α (R2C)}

Finally Trustrace merges the trust levels of each Ti into global level of trustworthiness:[5]

Histrace

Histrace produce links between the set of requirements, R and the source code C, using the software repositories Ti. Histrace consider the requirements, textual descriptions, CVS/SVN commit messages, bug reports, and classes as separate documents. It also uses the information from two experts. A bug report can also be produced to improve the accuracy of the IR techniques. Histrace mines the software repositories.

Document Pre processing

Depending on the input information source we perform specific pre-processing steps to remove irrelevant details, split identifiers, and, finally, normalize the text using stop words removal and stemming.

Requirements and source code

Histrace first processes source code files to extract all the identifiers and comments in each class [4] [5]. Histrace then performs the Following steps to normalize source code documents and requirements: (i) compute all upper case letters into lower case and remove punctuation: (ii) remove all stop words.

CVS/SVN commits

To build To, histrace extracts CVS/SVN commits and discards those that (i) are tagged as “delete” (ii) does not concern source code (iii) have messages of length shorter or equal to two words [4] [5].

Bug reports

To create histrace bug, histrace extracts all the bug reports from a bug tracking system. Usually, bug reports do not contain declared information about the source code files that developers updated to fix a bug [5]. Histrace use regular expression, i.e, a simple text machine approach but with reasonable results to link CVS/SVN commit messages to bug reports.
Trumo

Trumo assumes that different experts know useful information to discard or rerank the traceability links between two documents, e.g., requirements and source code classes. By the definitions, section 2.1.1 \( r_j \) is a requirement with \( r_j \in R \), and class \( cs \in \delta_{Ti}(t_k) \) [5], [6]

Dynwing

Dynamic weighting technique automatically decides the weights. Choosing a right weight per link is a problem that we articulate as a more problem. Essentially we have different experts, i.e., CVS/SVN commits, bug reports, and others, to trust a link. By maximizing the similarity value \( \psi_{r_j,c_s}(Tr) \). Dynwing automatically identifies the experts that are most trustworthy and those that are less trustworthy. [5]

\[
\lambda_i(r_j,c_s) \ldots \max \ldots \lambda_{p+1}(r_j,c_s) \{ \psi_{r_j,c_s}(Tr) \}
\]

With the following constraints: [5]

\[0 \leq \lambda_i(r_j,c_s) \leq 1, i=1, \ldots, P+1 \]

\[\lambda_1(r_j,c_s) + \lambda_2(r_j,c_s) + \ldots + \lambda_{p+1}(r_j,c_s) = \lambda_k(r_j,c_s) \geq \lambda_{k+1}(r_j,c_s) \geq \ldots \geq \lambda_{k+1}(r_j,c_s).\]

Therefore, developer may further constraint [5] by imposing

\[\lambda \] commits \( (r_j,c_s) \geq \lambda \] bugs \( (r_j,c_s) > 0 \)

To mechanically decide the weights \( \lambda_i(r_j,c_s) \) for each expert.

Topic modeling

Topic modeling is a widely-used machine learning technique for automatically [3] inferring semantic topics from a text corpus.

Latent dirichlet allocation

In LSI (latent semantic indexing), each document in the corpus is represented as a word count vector of length \( W \), where \( W \) is the number of words in the principal vocabulary. When the vectors of all \( D \) documents are placed side by side, one obtain a \( W \times D \) matrix of counts.

It is possible to learn an LDA model in near real time on a moderately-sized set of documents. The algorithm consists of iteratively performing variational updates in a systematic scan over tokens [3],

\[
q(Zn\mid t) \propto Nwd \alpha + \beta \cdot Nt \cdot nd \cdot nd)
\]

\[W \beta (Ntd)
\]

\[Nwd \cdot nd \text{ and } Ntd \cdot nd \text{ are expected counts derived from } q(z).\]

Current support for requirement traceability

It has been noted that most tools do not cover RT.[6] They differ mainly in cosmetics, and in time, effort, and manual intervention they require to achieve RT.

Basic techniques

Various techniques used for providing RT, are as follows: cross referencing schemes, key phrase dependencies, templates, RT matrices, matrix sequences, hypertext, consolidation documents, assumption-based truth maintenance networks and constraint networks.

Moreover, some form of RT can result from using certain languages, models, and methods for development.

Automated support

More commercial tools and research products support RT, we high spot some representative examples: they are as follows [6]

General- Purpose tools: These incorporate; hypertext editors, word processors, spread sheets, database systems and even more. They can be hand-configured to allow previously manual and paper-based RT tasks to be carried out on-line.
**Special-Purpose Tools:** foundation dedicated activities related to RE and some achieve restricted RT.

**Workbenches:** It limits a collection of the above to support coherent sets of activities. Less restricted RT can be achieved.

**Environment:** RT can be acclaimed by the basis of integration; a common language, a common structure, a common method or a specialized RT tool or repository structure.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

![Work flow diagram](image)

Requirements are stored in a database and then a link is created between the source code and the specified requirements. Then a bug can be detected from the source code and that bug is been thrown to the developer mail id.

**Requirement traceability**

The requirements and bug report from the user is given a link and that link is given to the source code if any requirement is missing by doing the traceability method the missed requirements will be specified.

**Bug detection**

The fault that are been present in the code will be detected and the misspell synax word can be found in this step.

**Recovery process**

In this process the words that are misspelled will be recovered automatically by clicking the recover process.

**Accuracy of traceability links**

The accuracy of the traceability links between requirements and source code recovered by an IR technique are improved by
1. Mining software repositories
2. Trust model
3. Weighting the experts’ opinions

**SMTP mail server**
Simple mail transfer protocol is used to send the error report to the developer mail id.

**Expected Outcome**

![Code Correction Report](image1)

The source code fault will be detected in this process and that report will be send to the developer mail id.

![Requirement Traceability](image2)

The requirement missing will be specified in this screen shot.

**CONCLUSION**

Requirement tracing is inevitable. The concepts of requirements tracing is quite simple: to follow relationships or links. Requirement traceability concern to the ability to describe and follow the life of requirements in both forwards and backwards direction. In this paper, detailed explanation given about various information retrieval techniques. First we proposed Trust race, inspired by web trust models to improve precisions and recall of traceability links: trust race use any traceability recovery approach as a basis on which it applies various expert’s opinion. Second we proposed Histrace an expert supporting the identification of traceability links between requirements and source code. Third we proposed Trumo, inspired by web trust models improves the precision and recall values of some baseline traceability links. Fourth we proposed Dynwing combines and assigns weights to Histrace experts’ opinion using a dynamic weighting technique. Fifth we proposed Topic modelling is used for automatic machine learning technique.

**FUTURE ENCHANCEMENT**

In future work, we plan more experiments with other combinations of IR-based approaches to future improve the precisions and recall values. We will also perform more experiments on heterogeneous software arti facts to measure the usefulness of these other arti facts for a traceability recovery process. In particular, we are currently
building new traceability approaches using BCR techniques (binary class relationships) this will improve the precision and recall values of the traceability links.
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